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Abstract. Ultrasound-modulated optical tomography (UOT) has the potential to reveal optical contrast deep inside soft biological tissues at an ultrasonically determined spatial resolution. The optical imaging depth reported so far has, however, been limited, which prevents this technique from broader applications. Our latest experimental exploration has pushed UOT to an unprecedented imaging depth. We developed and optimized a UOT system employing a photorefractive crystal-based interferometer. A large aperture optical fiber bundle was used to enhance the efficiencies for diffuse light collection and photorefractive two-wave-mixing. Within the safety limits for both laser illumination and ultrasound modulation, the system has attained the ability to image through a tissue-mimicking phantom of 9.4 cm in thickness, which has never been reached previously by UOT. © 2012 Society of Photo-Optical Instrumentation Engineers (SPIE). [DOI: 10.1117/1.JBO.17.6.066006]
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1 Introduction

Ultrasound-modulated optical tomography (UOT), also referred to as acousto-optic imaging (AOI), has been proposed in an effort to improve the spatial resolution of optical imaging through thick turbid media, such as biological tissue. In this technique, ultrasound waves are applied to phase-modulate the propagation of diffused light by periodically displacing the scattering sites and varying the local refractive index. Both the modulated photon flux and the ultrasound modulation efficiency are sensitive to local optical properties, i.e., an increase in optical absorption and/or optical scattering in the ultrasonic modulation volume reduces the UOT signal. Therefore, UOT allows one to image the optical contrast several centimeters deep with a spatial resolution defined by the ultrasonic modulation volume, which is typically governed by the ultrasound beam.

Most of the UOT experimental studies to date, however, were performed in tissue-mimicking phantoms or ex vivo tissue possessing thicknesses less than the clinically useful depth (usually 5 to 10 cm). Such depth insufficiency arises from the nature of how ultrasonically modulated light is generated, detected, and demodulated into a signal (e.g., intensity information) that is measurable with an optical detector. Inside a turbid medium, photons are multiply scattered and only those traversing the ultrasound focal region could be effectively modulated. Therefore, for a given light exposure level permitted by the American National Standards Institute (ANSI), the flux of the modulated photons is extremely low; it is buried in a much stronger background of unmodulated photons. As a result of strong diffusion, only a small portion of these tagged photons is collected outside of the sample. In addition, the low efficiency and the slow response of the phase demodulation/detection scheme further decrease the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR).

To enhance the signal detection sensitivity, various detection schemes have been developed, such as parallel detection based on a CCD camera, interferometry without or with photorefractive crystals (PRC), and Fabry-Perot interferometry or spectral hole burning-based spectral filtering detection. These detection schemes have been employed for conventional optical contrast imaging, multi-wavelength imaging, mechanical contrast imaging, quantitative measurement of optical properties, real-time monitoring of thermal necrosis, as well as assisting optical near-infrared spectroscopy and diffuse optical tomography. However, it remains an open question as to which detection technique is best suited for in vivo biomedical studies in terms of the SNR and the response time of the detection scheme—e.g., the time for the PRC to build up a saturated space charge field following the formation of an index grating by the signal beam and the reference beam. Unfortunately, most of these investigations were carried out in relatively thin tissue or tissue-like samples. In the only published work that surpassed a sample thickness of 5 cm, a pulsed laser with high peak power (~1.3 kW), but low averaged power was used to generate more tagged photons during the ultrasonic modulation period. By doing so, ex vivo tissue (chicken breast) as thick as 6 cm could be imaged in UOT. This method, however, is limited by the accessibility of the pulsed laser source, which is not commercially available and may be challenging to assemble.

In this article, we propose to use a large aperture, high numerical aperture (NA) optical fiber bundle (OFB) to collect and relay as much diffused light as possible onto a PRC-based demodulation scheme. The etendue (defined as the product of the surface area and the acceptance solid angle) of the fiber bundle is fully accommodated by that of the PRC. By simultaneously optimizing other experimental aspects, such as the photorefractive two-wave-mixing and the ultrasound modulation efficiencies, we experimentally achieved an unprecedented...
imaging thickness up to 9.4 cm through tissue-mimicking phantoms ($\mu_s' = 10 \text{ cm}^{-1}$, $\mu_a = 0.118 \text{ cm}^{-1}$) with acceptable SNR.

2 Materials and Methods

Figure 1 shows a diagram of the experimental setup. A continuous-wave laser operating at 532 nm (Verdi V-10, Coherent) served as the coherent light source. The linear polarization of the beam was converted into circular polarization by the half-wave plate. A polarizing beam splitter split the beam into the signal and reference beams. The signal beam (S), after expansion to a diameter of 35 mm, illuminated the front surface of a tissue-mimicking gel phantom with an optical intensity of $\sim 208 \text{ mW/cm}^2$, which was in the vicinity of the laser safety limit at 532 nm optical wavelength. The phantom was made by adding 10% (by weight) porcine gelatin (Sigma-Aldrich), and 1% Intralipid (Fresenius Kabi) into de-ionized water, heating and then solidifying the mixture. At the chosen Intralipid concentration, the phantom has a reduced scattering coefficient of $10 \text{ cm}^{-1}$, close to that of regular human breast tissue in the near-infrared spectral region. A focused ultrasonic wave propagated along the Z axis in the phantom. The diffuse light traversing the ultrasonic beam was modulated by the applied ultrasound wave. The transmitted light, comprising both modulated and un-modulated components, was collected and transported with an OFB (NT38-659, Edmund Optics) mounted closely to the phantom surface. This 305-mm long OFB has an active aperture of 12.7 mm, an NA of 0.55, and a full acceptance angle of 68-deg. At the output end of the OFB, the diverging beam was reshaped by two lenses (optical condenser (OC) in Fig. 1) such that the tip of the OFB was imaged onto the entrance aperture of a Bi$_{12}$SiO$_{20}$ (BSO) crystal ($10 \times 10 \times 5 \text{ mm}^3$, Elan, Russia). The plane-wave reference beam evenly illuminated the crystal entrance aperture with an intensity of 30 mW/cm$^2$, and intersected the signal beam at an angle around 13.6-deg. The interference induced a two-wave-mixing process in the PRC, resulting in an intensity-enhanced signal. The enhanced signal was relayed and finally detected with a photodiode (PD, PDA36A, Thorlabs). The response time of the PRC was $\sim 100 \text{ ms}$ under the experimental conditions to be described below. A lens tube was used between the lens and the photodiode to block the ambient light.

A function generator (33250A, Agilent) produced a sine-burst waveform with a 3.5-MHz central frequency at 100 Hz repetition rate, while its pulse duration was determined by the specific imaging requirements. This waveform was amplified by a power amplifier and sent to drive a single element focused ultrasound transducer (UT, Panametrics A381S, Olympus) which was used as the ultrasound source in the system. The acoustic beam profile from this transducer had been calibrated beforehand, possessing a focal length of 38.1 mm and a focal region (6 dB full width half maximum, FWHM) of 15.8 mm long and 0.875 mm wide. Throughout the study, focal pressures of 2.60 MPa (peak-to-peak) were employed.

The Agilent function generator was also synchronized with the generation of a 2.1 kHz, 8 V (peak-to-peak) square wave from another function generator (DS345, Stanford Research). This AC field was voltage-amplified by 60 dB (609E-6, Trek) and applied across the PRC, with which we measured the highest two-wave-mixing gain through thick diffused media (all else being identical).

The unmodulated-light power transmitted through a 6-cm thick phantom ($\mu_s' = 10 \text{ cm}^{-1}$, $\mu_a = 0.118 \text{ cm}^{-1}$) was detected at the photodiode without and with the modulation of 10-cycle ($\sim 4.29 \text{ mm in length}$) ultrasound pulses. An optically absorbing inclusion ($3 \times 3 \times 3 \text{ mm}^3$, $\mu_s = 2 \text{ cm}^{-1}$) was embedded at the center of this sample. Figure 2(a) shows a typical signal when the ultrasound pulses propagated through the phantom outside the inclusion. As shown, without ultrasound modulation, the detected light intensity followed a temporal profile (2.1 kHz, although not shown completely in the plot) from the high voltage AC electric field applied across the crystal. However, when the ultrasound burst was launched at the time $t = 0 \text{ ms}$, the unmodulated-light power was reduced whenever/wherever the light and the ultrasound interacted. When the time was around 25 to 30 $\mu$s, corresponding to the focal position of the ultrasound field, the interaction/modulation was highest because both in situ light and sound were strongest. Thus, one gets minimum unmodulated-light power at the detector, forming the valley of the “V-shaped” signal, in response to an optically homogeneous region. The difference between the two signals gives the ultrasonically modulated-light power, i.e., the UOT signal, shown in Fig. 2(b). In comparison, Fig. 2(c) shows the unmodulated-light power obtained when...
the sample was moved to a position such that the ultrasound pulses traversed the absorption inclusion. The blip around 25 to 30 μs suggests a reduction in local modulation strength and photon flux due to the increased optical absorbance within the inclusion, and is used as the signature of the optical inhomogeneity. The corresponding modulated-light power is shown in Fig. 2(d).

The UOT scan lines shown above and throughout this study were averaged over 64-time domain sweeps at a repetition rate of 100 Hz to improve the SNR. To image through thicker turbid media, we enlarged the ultrasonic modulation zone along the Z axis by using longer ultrasound bursts, which enhances the signal strength. 20 However, when the number of ultrasound cycles (N) was greater than 100, as shown in Fig. 3(a), the modulated-light power from the same phantom as in Fig. 2(a) reached a slightly enhanced highest level during the ultrasound burst duration, and reached a second peak around 1 ms after the onset of the ultrasound burst due to the additional acoustic radiation force and shear wave effects; 20,21 even though the transducer had been turned off. Within 5 to 6 ms, the second peak faded away as the shear waves propagated out of the ultrasound focus. This effect has been demonstrated to be useful for sensing mechanical contrasts in additional to optical changes in turbid media. However, since the present work only focused on optical contrast detection and the shear wave propagation that was perpendicular to the ultrasound axis led to a compromised lateral spatial resolution, N ≤ 100 was preferred. Figure 3(b) shows how the peak power of the modulated light increases with increasing ultrasound burst length. As N approached 100 (~28.6 μs temporally and ~42.9 μm spatially), the peak power of the modulated light plateaued as the ultrasound burst filled up the entire probing region, whose spatial extent can be inferred from Fig. 2. Therefore, 100-cycle ultrasound bursts were used for thicker turbid media at the expense of axial resolution.

3 Experimental Results

To demonstrate UOT through thick turbid media, two phantoms were prepared with thicknesses of 6 and 9.4 cm, respectively. Figure 4(a) shows the cross-section of the 6 cm thick phantom, where a needle and three absorption objects (2.1 × 3.5 × 4.5 mm³, 4.0 × 3.5 × 4.2 mm³, and 4.8 × 3.5 × 4.5 mm³ along X, Y, and Z, respectively) were embedded 3 cm deep. The objects were made of the same material as the background except that Indian ink was added to have a higher absorption coefficient (μa = 2 cm⁻¹). The ultrasound field was positioned beforehand such that its focus centrally aligned to the needle in both Y and Z directions by using a pulse receiver (5072PR, Olympus). During the experiment, both light and ultrasound elements remained stationary, but the phantom was scanned along the X direction with a step size of 0.3175 mm. At each position, 10-cycle ultrasound bursts were applied for modulation, and one UOT scan line (“A line”) was obtained as discussed in Fig. 2. The resulting 2-D “B-mode” image in the XZ plane is given in Fig. 4(b), where the distance along the Z direction was derived from multiplying the sound speed in the phantom (~1.5 mm/μs) and the temporal position. Note that the displayed scan lines were each normalized to its peak power. As we can see, the three objects were clearly identified despite that Obj3 was not fully scanned due to the limited range of the translation stage. A profile across these objects along the horizontal dashed line in Fig. 4(b) can identify the position and the dimension of Obj1 and Obj2 as shown in Fig. 4(c), where the blue squares are measured data and the red curve is the FFT smoothed result: Obj1 was centered around X = 6.0 mm, and ~2.4 mm wide, as measured by the FWHM; Obj2 was centered around X = 16.9 mm, and ~4.3 mm wide. Therefore, the two object centers are separated by 10.9 mm. These measurements are in agreement with the actual features of the objects as shown in Fig. 4(a); Obj1 and Obj2 are ~2.1 and ~4.0 mm wide, respectively; and they are separated by ~11.4 mm along the X direction. Approximated from the span between ¼ and ¾ of the contrasts in Fig. 4(c), the imaging resolution was ~1.05 mm along the X direction, which was slightly wider than the ultrasound focal width (0.875 mm). An A-line across Obj1, as shown in Fig. 4(d) [corresponding to the vertical dashed line in Fig. 4(b)], indicates a Z dimension of ~5.1 mm for Obj1, which is also consistent with the actual object dimension of ~4.5 mm.

Another group of measurements was performed within the same sample. This time the sample was fixed at the position of X = 6.35 mm as in Fig. 4(b), and the ultrasound field was...
scanned along the \( Y \) direction. Similar to Fig. 4(b), a “B-mode” image corresponding to Obj1 in the \( YZ \) plane was obtained in Fig. 5(a). Figure 5(b) shows the profile along the horizontal dashed line in (a), from which we can tell that Obj1 is around 3.80 mm wide, and the imaging resolution is \( \sim 1.17 \) mm along the \( Y \) direction. Figure 5(c) shows an A-line across Obj1 [corresponding to the vertical dashed line in Fig. 5(a)], suggesting an object dimension of \( \sim 4.85 \) mm along the \( Z \) axis. These measurements are consistent with the actual object dimension and the findings from Fig. 4(d).

To image through a phantom with a thickness of 9.4 cm, the burst length was increased from 10 to 100 cycles while the other parameters of the ultrasound field were kept the same. As shown in Fig. 6(a) and 6(b), three absorbing objects and a needle were embedded at a depth of 4.7 cm within the 9.4-cm phantom. Since the employment of longer ultrasound bursts compromises the imaging resolution and contrast along the acoustic axis, these three objects were intentionally made sufficiently long with respect to the ultrasound focal dimension along the \( Z \) direction. By doing so, we expected a larger contrast between the modulated-light peak powers obtained with ultrasound traversing and away from the absorbers. Following similar protocols as for Fig. 4(b), the phantom was scanned along the \( X \) direction, and one scan line was obtained at each position. However, because of the lack of resolution along the acoustic axis (\( Z \) axis), no “B-mode” image was pursued here. Instead, the peak power of the modulated light from each scan line was extracted, normalized to the mean of values far away from the objects, and shown as a function of the phantom’s \( X \) position in Fig. 6(c). The peak power of the unmodulated light as a function of the phantom’s \( X \) position (blue dashed curve), in the absence of ultrasound, is included for comparison. As we can see, the unmodulated light cannot resolve the absorbers, confirming light is highly diffused at such a depth. The ultrasound-modulated light, conversely, is able to distinguish, locate and measure the width of each object accurately: Obj1 was centered around \( X = 6.7 \) mm, and \( \sim 1.0 \) mm wide; Obj2 was centered around \( X = 18.1 \) mm, and \( \sim 1.4 \) mm wide; Obj3 was not completely scanned owing to the limited range of the scanning translation stage. Therefore, the separation between the first two object centers is 11.4 mm. The UOT image is consistent with the photograph in Fig. 6(b), where Obj1 and 2 are respectively \( \sim 1.0 \) and \( \sim 1.5 \) mm wide, and separated by \( \sim 11 \) mm along the \( X \) direction. The imaging resolution is estimated to be \( \sim 1.0 \) mm along the \( X \) direction, which is consistent with the previous result [Fig. 4(c)] and reasonably close to the ultrasound field focal width.

### 4 Summary and Discussion

In summary, we investigated UOT at new depths in turbid media. A large aperture fiber bundle was mounted very close to the turbid media so that we could efficiently collect diffused light. Unmodulated light was filtered through a photorefractive crystal (PRC)-based system operating at 532 nm optical wavelength. The etendue of the whole system was currently limited by that of the PRC. The output from the fiber bundle was reshaped such that it interfered with the reference beam at an angle around 13.6-deg, resulting in a high two-wave-mixing efficiency (gain coefficient \( \sim 0.81 \) cm\(^{-1}\)). These two factors—the large collection etendue and two-wave-mixing efficiency—in combination enable us to extract the modulated-light response originating from the ultrasound focus that was positioned deep inside the turbid media. In comparison, using regular lenses to relay light onto the PRC, in practice, often results in a tradeoff in efficiency between diffused light collection and two-wave-mixing process (angle dependent). Because the reference beam had the same frequency as the unmodulated signal beam, the PRC beam coupling was sensitive to the changes in the flux of unmodulated portion from the collected diffused signal beam. Therefore, the modulated-light response was obtained indirectly through the difference between the detected unmodulated-light without and with ultrasound modulation. Experimental results demonstrated the feasibility of UOT to image optical inhomogeneities through tissue-mimicking phantoms with thickness up to 9.4 cm, which corresponds to \( \sim 94 \) transport mean free paths. To the best of our knowledge, in the UOT field, this is an unprecedented imaging depth. In theory, another modulation detection scheme based on spectral hole burning can have an
even larger etendue than the PRC-based setup,\textsuperscript{18,30} and has the potential too for deep imaging.

It also must be noted at this point that the background material of phantoms used in this study was composed of water, 10% gelatin, and 1% Intralipids (by weight). At 532 nm optical wavelength, the mixture of water and gelatin provides an absorption coefficient of 0.118 cm\textsuperscript{-1} measured by a spectrophotometer (Cary 50, Varian). The 1% Intralipids, estimated from 10% intralipid solution,\textsuperscript{31} contributes an absorption coefficient of \( \sim 0.01 \) cm, and a reduced scattering coefficient of \( \sim 10 \) cm. Therefore, the phantoms had an effective attenuation coefficient \( \mu_{\text{eff}} = \sqrt{3\mu_a(\mu_a + \mu_s')} \) of 1.97 cm\textsuperscript{-1} at this wavelength. However, for biological tissue such as regular human breast tissue, \( \mu_{\text{eff}} \) at 532 nm is 7.91 cm\textsuperscript{-1} (Table 1), suggesting a lesser imaging depth attainable than in phantom. Nevertheless, at wavelengths of 700, 800, and 1064 nm, this type of phantom mimics breast tissue quite well in terms of \( \mu_{\text{eff}} \), the parameter that governs the fluence decay of diffused light in turbid media. Therefore, operating at a near-infrared wavelength, e.g., 1064 nm would assure a feasible maximum imaging depth approaching 10 cm in real tissue, just as in the phantom under similar conditions. Transition to 1064 nm optical wavelength also allows us to further increase, if needed for deeper imaging and/or better SNR, the signal beam incident intensity without violating the safety limit (1 W/cm\textsuperscript{2}) at 1064 nm.\textsuperscript{11} Moreover, photorefractive crystals operating at this wavelength, for example GaAs\textsuperscript{31} and \( \text{Sn}_2\text{P}_2\text{S}_6\cdot\text{Te} \),\textsuperscript{36} can have a response time less than 1 ms under a 1 W/cm\textsuperscript{2} illumination, potentially accommodating the speckle decorrelation induced by physiological motion in vivo. Therefore, to further enhance the system toward \textit{in vivo} applications such as the diagnosis of early stage breast cancer, it will be upgraded to 1064 nm in the near future.
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\begin{table}[h]
\begin{center}
\begin{tabular}{|c|c|c|c|}
\hline
Wavelength [nm] & \( \mu_a [\text{cm}^{-1}] \) & \( \mu_s' [\text{cm}^{-1}] \) & \( \mu_{\text{eff}} [\text{cm}^{-1}] \) \\
\hline
532 & 0.950 & 21 & 7.91 \\
700 & 0.052 & 15 & 1.53 \\
800 & 0.062 & 12 & 1.49 \\
1064 & 0.103 & 8 & 1.58 \\
\hline
\end{tabular}
\end{center}
\caption{Optical properties of regular human breast tissue (\( \mu_{\text{eff}} \) are calculated based on the \( \mu_a \) and \( \mu_s' \) data extracted from Ref. 28, Fig. 5, Subject \#3).}
\end{table}